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CAMS reduces arthritic inflammation & improves joint mobility
Phyllis Mann will be 85
years old in
September. For a
woman her age she's
still quite active and
loves getting out in the
garden. "It's that time
of year," says Phyllis,
"and this Spring I'm
really grateful for the
CAMS technology. It
has given me back the use of my hands."
Phyllis has had osteoarthritis for a number of
years - and carpel tunnel syndrome. "It hasn't
kept me from doing all the things I really want to
do but this last winter was cold and damp and
the pain and swelling was worse than usual."
" I have a CAMS unit that I use for lots of aches
and pains. I don't know why I never thought to
use it for the arthritis in my hands," remarks
Phyllis. "But once I started using it, it has made
a tremendous difference."
Within 24 hours after treating her hands for the
first time, Phyllis' right hand was no longer
swollen. Her left hand (the worst) was
significantly better (see photos). Since that time,
Phyllis has been using the CAMS more regularly.
She has found that her grip has returned and
she doesn't have to keep changing hands when
she holds something. "I'm more comfortable
using my hands and they respond with less
pain," says Phyllis.
Phyllis had spent several hours in the garden
before we spoke with her. "I wouldn't be out in

the garden if I didn't have the CAMS. It has
made all the difference for me this year."
Because one of the underlying issues with
osteoarthritis is inflammation, and because
inflammation is rapidly addressed by
treatment with CAMS Therapy, arthritis is
often relieved by treating the painful area.
Swelling can be significantly reduced following
a 2-4 minute CAMS treatment with return of
mobility. Often, longer-term relief can be
gained when an offending interference field is
found and treated. Treatment of the primary
interference field will frequently resolve
arthritic pain in many different areas of the
body.
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Dr. Crosby will be speaking at the Kirksville
College of Osteopathic Medicine, Class of '69
Reunion on June 7th. The topic will be:
Beyond Pills Knives and Needles.
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